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1 Introduction
In high-frequency data analysis, we often cannot implement all available transactions at one time
and need to select a subgrid using various criteria. To choose the subgrid, two issues need to be
considered: selecting the sampling scheme and choosing the target average sampling frequency.
Three sampling schemes are commonly used in the literature: the Calendar Time Sampling (CTS)
scheme, the Tick Time Sampling (TTS) scheme and the Business Time Sampling (BTS) scheme.
Under the CTS scheme, transactions are selected by regularly spaced calendar time, such as every
5 sec/min. The TTS scheme differs from the CTS scheme in selecting transactions with regularly
spaced number of ticks. For example, transactions may be selected every 5 or 10 ticks to form the
observed price process. Finally, the BTS transactions are often selected so as to ensure approxi-
mately equal volatility of the returns over each interval. Thus, both the CTS and TTS schemes
are implemented based on explicit criteria such as regular calendar-time length or number of ticks.
In contrast, the BTS scheme depends on the unobserved latent volatility. As a result, both the
CTS and TTS schemes have been used widely in the literature, while the BTS scheme is used less
frequently.
The BTS scheme possesses several desirable properties for high-frequency data analysis. Firstly,
this scheme yields independently identically distributed (iid) normal returns for a semi-martingale
price process even when there is leverage effect. Dambis (1965) and Dubins and Schwartz (1965)
show that a process compiled from a continuous local martingale with equal quadratic-variation
increments is a Brownian motion. In contrast, the calendar-time returns may not be iid normal
even if the price process is a continuous local martingale, due to the leverage effect. The assumption
of iid Gaussian returns is required for the Gaussian-likelihood approach in the literature, such as
Nowman (1997), and several widely used integrated volatility estimates, such as the multipower
variation (MPV) estimate of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006) (the adjacent returns are assumed to
be iid Gaussian), the quantile realized volatility (QRV) method of Christensen et al. (2010) (the
returns within each block of twenty or more data points are assumed to be iid Gaussian) and the
nearest neighbor truncation method of Andersen et al. (2011) and Andersen et al. (2012) (the
adjacent returns are assumed to be iid Gaussian). Thus, the importance of ensuring the sampled
returns to be iid Gaussian cannot be over-emphasized.
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Secondly, the BTS scheme is useful for thinning an empirical price process. A financial point
process is usually sampled based on some specific economic or statistical objectives and is a subset
of the original empirical process. For example, Engle and Russell (1998) and Tse and Yang (2012)
sample their financial point processes based on price events, using the cumulative price change
and cumulative logarithmic price change, respectively. They model the durations of price events
using the Autoregressive Conditional Duration (ACD) model. In this paper we propose to thin an
empirical price process using the BTS scheme with a volatility threshold, resulting in return data
with approximately equal volatility. We model the duration between the sampled points, called the
BTS duration, using the ACD model. Our results show that the BTS durations possess superior
performance in estimating intraday volatility using the method of Tse and Yang (2012).
The BTS scheme dates back to Dacorogna et al. (1993), when they study the daily and weekly
seasonality in the volatility of foreign exchange. Zhou (1998) analyzes observations at unequally
spaced time intervals and proposes the de-volatilization method for sampling. For a predetermined
constant volatility threshold, transactions are selected whenever the estimated volatility increment
exceeds the threshold. The returns over each time point have nearly constant volatility approxi-
mately equal to but always larger than the threshold. Moreover, if the price process is a diffusion
process, the return series will behave like draws from a Gaussian distribution. Yu and Phillips
(2001) and Phillips and Yu (2011) propose a Gaussian estimator for nonlinear continuous-time
models of short-term interest rate and show that their method is more accurate in estimating the
drift parameter compared to Nowman’s (1997) method. To obtain Gaussian sampled returns, they
use a method based on a predetermined quadratic-variation threshold. Peters and de Vilder (2006)
test whether the return process of the S&P 500 stock index futures, corrected for drift, is a time-
changed Brownian motion. They tackle the leverage effect by sampling returns corresponding to
equal increments in the quadratic variation.
Andersen et al. (2007) and Andersen et al. (2010) find that the normalized daily and weekly
returns sampled in financial time, defined by equidistant increments of the realized volatility, ac-
cord well with the standard normal distribution in the presence of leverage effect. Low-frequency
jump-adjusted returns are constructed by accumulating the jump-adjusted high-frequency intraday
returns. To sample the time points, they use a sequential method to include intraday returns until
the cumulative squared returns exceeds the average daily (weekly) realized volatility.
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Engle and Russell (1998) define a price event as one when the stock price first moves by an
amount δ or more, either upwards or downwards. By modeling the price-event duration using the
ACD model, they estimate the instantaneous probability of a price movement exceeding the price
threshold δ. Tse and Yang (2012) propose the Autoregressive Conditional Duration-Integrated
Conditional Volatility (ACD-ICV) method to estimate intrady volatility by integrating the condi-
tional volatility in the ACD model. In contrast to Engle and Russell (1998), they define a price
event as one when the logarithmic stock price first moves by an amount δ or more. The waiting
time for the price event to occur is called the price duration. To calculate the integrated volatility,
the volatility over each price duration is assumed to be constant, with value of δ2. This procedure
of sampling the price events may be considered one way to implement the BTS scheme with a
target average duration.
In this paper we introduce a new method to implement the BTS scheme. Our method circum-
vents the use of a volatility threshold to sample the BTS transactions, which requires trial and
error. Specifically, we use a time-transformation function to obtain the BTS time points, where
the time-transformation function is computed based on intraday integrated volatility estimates.
While several methods may be used to calculate the integrated volatility estimates, we adopt the
jump-robust Tripower Realized Volatility (TRV) estimate of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006). We
investigate two applications of our BTS scheme: testing for the semi-martingale hypothesis and
estimating intraday volatility. We test the semi-martingale hypothesis of the price processes of 40
stocks selected from the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). For all stocks investigated, we cannot
reject the hypothesis that the price process is from a jump-diffusion semi-martingale process. Our
results show that the BTS scheme performs better than the CTS and the TTS schemes in yielding
Gaussian returns.
We further explore the use of the BTS scheme in estimating intraday volatility using the ACD-
ICV approach of Tse and Yang (2012). Our new method involves two modifications. Firstly, the
sampling of the transaction points in our method is based on the BTS scheme rather than the price
events, so that the ACD model is fitted to the BTS durations and not the price durations. Secondly,
the volatility over each BTS duration is computed using the average integrated volatility per BTS
duration and not the square of the price threshold. We compare the TRV estimator, the Realized
Kernel (RK) estimator and the (modified and original) ACD-ICV estimators using a Monte Carlo
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study. The modified ACD-ICV estimator based on the BTS scheme performs the best in giving
the lowest root mean-squared error (RMSE).
The rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 outlines our proposed implementation of the BTS
scheme. Section 3 tests the semi-martingale hypothesis using daily and weekly BTS returns for 40
NYSE stocks. In Section 4, we estimate the daily integrated volatility using the BTS returns and
the BTS durations and compare the performance of different volatility estimates using a Monte
Carlo study. We draw conclusions in Section 5 and provide a description of the computation of the
BT transformation function in the Appendix.
2 Intraday Periodicity and the BTS Scheme
To sample BTS returns with a target volatility, Zhou (1996), Peters and de Vilder (2006), Andersen
et al. (2007) and Andersen et al. (2010) select time points when the volatility over the time
interval first exceeds a pre-specified volatility threshold. A drawback of this method is that in
order to sample transactions at a target average sampling frequency (say, 1 min), trial-and-error is
needed. This is especially true when the target average sampling frequency is high. In this paper,
we propose a new method to implement the BTS scheme using the Time Transformation (TT)
method in Wu (2012) and Tse and Dong (2014).
Figure 1 documents the intraday periodicity in the volatility and trading activity of the top 10
market-cap stocks of the NYSE from January 2010 to April 2013. The left-hand column presents
the means of the 1-min intraday realized volatilities over all trading days in the sample period,
reported in annualized standard deviation in percent. The right-hand column summarizes the total
number of transactions at each sec from 09:30 to 16:00 over all trading days in the sample. We
observe that the realized volatility at the beginning of the trading day is approximately two to three
times larger than that near the end of the trading day. In contrast, the number of transactions
at the end of the trading day is two to three times larger than that in the morning. This finding
is quite regular across the stocks, which shows that intraday periodicity patterns in volatility and
trading activity are quite different. Thus, TTS returns in the morning will have larger volatility
than those in the afternoon. In contrast, BTS returns will have nearly constant volatility over the
whole trading day. Another interesting observation is that there are spikes in trading activity on
the half hours. This may be due to the prevalence of high-frequency trading in recent years.
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To adjust for the intraday periodicity of transaction activities, Tse and Dong (2014) use a
time-transformation function computed by pooling all the transactions over all trading days in the
sample. The total number of transactions at each trading sec of the day over all trading days in
the sample is computed and the time-transformation function Q(t) at calendar time t (in sec) is
computed as the empirical proportion of the number of trades up to time t over all trading days.1
The diurnally transformed time t˜ for the calendar-time point t is defined by t˜ = 23400Q(t) and the
diurnally transformed duration for the period between calendar time points ti and tj with tj > ti is
equal to t˜j− t˜i. In this paper we adopt this approach to implement the BTS scheme. In contrast to
using the number of trades to compute the time-transformation function Q(t), however, we calculate
Q(t) using the intraday integrated volatility estimated by a jump-robust method. Moreover, we
use Q−1(t) to obtain BTS transactions at a target average sampling frequency, where Q−1(·) is the
inverse function of Q(·), thus avoiding the use of trial-and-error.
We outline our proposed method to obtain the BTS transactions as follows. Consider m trading
days with N sec in each trading day. Let {Xt} denote a latent log-price process in continuous time
and {Yt} denote the observable log-price process at observed time points t1 < t2 < · · · < tn. The
noise process is given by t = Yt − Xt. We denote the full grid containing all observed points by
G = {t1, t2, · · · , tn}, and any arbitrary subgrid of G by H. If tj ∈ H, then tj,− and tj,+ denote
the preceding and following elements of tj in H, respectively. We define |H| as the number of time
increments in an arbitrary grid H, so that |H| = (number of points in grid H)− 1.
Let T denote the calendar-time length in sec aggregated over all the trading days in the sample.
Thus, form trading days we have T = 23400m. Consider a sequence of estimated intraday integrated
volatility IIVk, k = 1, · · · ,K for K consecutive time intervals over period (0, T ], with the end
point in each time interval represented by tk, for k = 1, · · · ,K.2 Denote the collection of points tk,
k = 0, · · · ,K (t0 = 0) as HIIV and define Nt0 = 0 and Ntk =
∑k
i=1 IIVi, for k = 1, · · · ,K. The
time-transformation function is calculated as Q(tk) = Ntk/NtK , for tk ∈ HIIV , k = 0, 1, · · · ,K.
The time-transformation function Q(t) at any calendar-time point t can then be computed using a
cubic interpolation that preserves monotonicity in t (we use matlab command pchip in this paper).
1As there are 6.5 hours of trades in a trading day for the NYSE, t = 1, 2, · · · , 23400.
2Here tk are calendar-time points which need not to be regularly spaced. We outline the detailed steps in calculating
IIVk and tk, for k = 1, · · · ,K, in the Appendix.
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The diurnally transformed time corresponding to calendar time t is denoted by t˜, with t˜ = TQ(t).
Conversely, given a diurnally transformed time t˜, the corresponding calendar time is t = Q−1(t˜/T ),
where Q−1(·) is the inverse function of Q(·). To implement the BTS scheme to obtain calendar-
time points with average sampling duration equals to h, we need to take equally spaced diurnally
transformed time points t˜j , j = 0, · · · , L, with t˜j − t˜j−1 = h and L = [T/h]. Then tj = Q−1(t˜j/T ),
j = 0, · · · , L are the required BTS calendar-time points.3 The return over each sampled interval
will have approximately equal volatility.4
3 Testing the Semi-martingale Hypothesis using BTS Returns
3.1 The Semi-martingale Hypothesis
Pure diffusion processes have received much attention due to their compatibility with the no-
arbitrage conditions. If the price process is a pure diffusion without market microstructure noise,
the volatility-standardized returns will be Gaussian distributed. Peters and Vilder (2006), An-
dersen et al. (2007) and Andersen et al. (2010) test the pure diffusion process assumption using
futures returns and stock returns, with and without jump adjustment. Andersen et al. (2010)
use the generalized volatility signature plots to alleviate the microstructure noise and the bipower
variation measures to sequentially detect returns with jumps. To deal with the leverage effect, they
use the financial-time sampling scheme, defined by equidistant increments of the realized integrated
volatility. They detect jumps using 5-min CTS returns and use the squared jump-adjusted returns
as the corresponding 5-min integrated volatility. Transactions are selected whenever the cumula-
tive summation of the squared 5-min jump-adjusted returns exceeds the predetermined volatility
threshold. Daily or weekly financial returns are constructed by summing the corresponding 5-min
jump-adjusted returns together and normality test is implemented further to the returns standard-
ized by the estimated integrated volatility.
3Denote the collection of tj , for j = 0, 1, · · · , L by HBTS0. Empirically, there may be no transaction at the selected
time point tj , which means tj /∈ G. Instead of creating transactions using the previous-tick method, we select the
nearest transaction after time tj , i.e., at t
∗
j = {min ti | ti ∈ [tj,−, tj), for tj,−, tj ∈ HBTS0 and ti ∈ G}, j = 1, · · · , L.
The collection of t∗j are the final BTS transaction calendar time points and we denote them by HBTS . If there is
no transaction lying within the time interval selected, then no transaction t∗j is selected from that time interval.
Consequently, the sampling frequency of our BTS scheme is lower than the target sampling frequency.
4Similar time-transformation method can be used to obtain sampled transactions with equal increments of quar-
ticity or absolute returns. Sampled durations can be modelled using the ACD model of Engle and Russell (1998).
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3.2 Jump Detection Procedure
Price jumps may occur due to macroeconomic announcements or other shocks, and are investigated
widely in the literature. In this paper, to remove the jumps we use the sequential jump-adjustment
procedure of Andersen et al. (2010) with some minor modifications. We use the feasible logarithmic
test statistic Zt for day t, which is given by
Zt ≡
√
|H| lnRVt − lnBVt
((µ−41 + 2µ
−2
1 − 5)TQtBV −2t )1/2
, (1)
where µ1 =
√
2/pi, RVt is the realized volatility, BVt is the realized bipower volatility and TQt is
the realized tripower quarticity. On day t, TVt, BVt and TQt are calculate based on grid H. For
example,
TQH ≡ 1|H|µ
−3
4/3
|H|−1∑
j=2
|ri,−|4/3|ri|4/3|ri,+|4/3, (2)
where ri = Yi,+ − Yi for Yi,+, Yi ∈ H and µ4/3 = 22/3Γ(7/6)/Γ(1/2). Under the condition of no
jumps, Zt is approximately standard normal. At the significance level α, a jump is considered to
be significant if Zt > z1−α, where zα is the α-quantile of the standard normal distribution. When
Zt > z1−α, we delete the return that has the maximum absolute value among all returns and repeat
the jump test again for the remaining returns. This recursive procedure stops when Zt ≤ z1−α.
3.3 Empirical Results of the Hypothesis Tests
We select the top 40 market-capitalization stocks in year 2010 from the NYSE and extract the tick-
by-tick transaction data from the TAQ database in the time period from January, 2010 to April,
2013. To clean the raw data, we follow the steps described in Tse and Dong (2014). In Table 1 we
report the proportion of detected jumps at different sampling frequencies under different sampling
schemes using the sequential jump-detection procedure of Andersen et al. (2010). We investigate
cases when the sampling frequency is equal to 1 min, 5 min or 10 min. When the sampling frequency
is equal to 1 min, more than 12 stocks report jump proportions with values exceeding 10% under
all sampling schemes. This suggests that sampling frequency which is too high (such as 1 min) may
render misleading results when they are used for jump detection using the method of Andersen et
al. (2010).
We test the pure diffusion assumption of the price process using the drift-corrected and jump-
adjusted BTS returns. The BTS scheme is implemented using our method, so that they have nearly
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constant integrated volatility. For each trading day, all BTS returns with jumps are replaced by
returns with magnitude equal to the mean of the absolute non-jump returns over that trading
day and with the sign equal to the sign of the previous return with jump. The jump-adjusted
daily or weekly BTS returns are obtained by summing consecutive jump-adjusted high-frequency
BTS returns, so as to make sure that the sampling frequency of the newly created daily/weekly
BTS returns is equal to one trading day/week. We apply the Lilliefors test for normality to the
constructed jump-adjusted daily and weekly BTS returns and report the results in Table 2.
The results at 1-min sampling frequency are quite different from those at 5-min and 10-min fre-
quencies. Since the jump proportions in Table 1 produce quite abnormal results at 1-min sampling
frequency, we only consider the cases when the daily and weekly BTS returns are constructed using
BTS returns of 5-min and 10-min sampling frequencies. At the 5% significance level, the normality
hypothesis of the daily BTS returns is rejected for 11 stocks at 5-min sampling frequency and for 6
stocks at 10-min sampling frequency. At the 1% significance level, only 3 stocks and only 2 stocks
reject the normality assumption of the daily BTS returns when the sampling frequency is equal to
5 min and 10 min, respectively. For the weekly BTS returns, at the 5% level of significance, only
stock T rejects the normality hypothesis when the sampling frequency is 5 min and and only stocks
KO, MO and EMC reject the hypothesis when the sampling frequency is 10 min. Finally, none of
the stocks rejects the normality assumption at the 1% level for weekly BTS returns constructed
using 5-min or 10-min sampling frequencies. Overall, the results are in support of the stock price
process being a continuous-time jump-diffusion process.
Table 3 reports the proportion of trading days for which we reject the normality assumption at
the 5% significance level for the CTS, TTS and BTS returns at different sampling frequencies with
jump-adjustment. We delete the returns with jumps using the sequential method of Andersen et
al. (2010) at the significance level of 1%. The BTS scheme performs the best in yielding Gaussian
distributed returns and the CTS scheme performs the worst. As the sampling frequency decreases,
the number of days for which we reject the normality assumption decreases. However, for some
stocks, such as C and BAC, the normality assumption is still rejected for more than 30 percent of
the days, even at 10-min sampling frequency.
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4 Estimation of Integrated Volatility
We now explore the application of our BTS scheme to estimate integrated volatility by sampling
transactions at high frequencies. Oomen (2006) investigates the use of the CTS, TTS and BTS
sampling schemes to calculate the realized volatility under a pure jump process. The performance
of the three different sampling schemes are compared theoretically, with and without market mi-
crostructure noise. However, the BTS scheme is not empirically investigated in his study. In this
paper we investigate the empirical application of high-frequency returns under different sampling
schemes in estimating integrated volatility.
For each trading day we implement the BTS scheme to obtain the BTS returns at a target
sampling frequency. Integrated volatility is estimated using a jump-robust volatility estimator, and
we adopt the TRV estimator of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006) for comparsion. Moreover, instead
of using the BTS returns directly to estimate the intraday volatility, we model the BTS durations
and estimate the intraday volatility using the ACD-ICV method. Our method, however, differs
from the method of Tse and Yang (2012), since they model the price durations while we model the
BTS durations. In the next section, we describe our modified procedure of the ACD-ICV estimate
using BTS returns and durations.
4.1 Estimation of Intraday Volatility using BTS Durations
Tse and Yang (2012) propose the ACD-ICV method to estimate daily and intraday volatility
by modeling the price durations parametrically. Their simulation studies show that by properly
selecting the average price duration for data with different noise-to-signal ratio (NSR), the ACD-
ICV method performs better than other methods (such as the RK estimate). The ACD-ICV method
samples observations from the observed transaction data based on a pre-specified price threshold
δ. Suppose HPE = {t0, t1, t2, · · · , tN} is the selected price events and the ith price duration is
xi = ti − ti−1, i = 1, · · · , N . Let Φi denote the information set upon the price event at time ti.
Denote ψi+1 = E(xi+1|Φi) as the conditional expectation of the price duration and assume that
the standardized durations i = xi/ψi, i = 1, · · · , N are iid positive random variables with mean of
unity. Given the information Φi at time ti, the conditional instantaneous return variance per unit
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time at time t > ti, denoted by σ
2(t|Φi), is
σ2(t|Φi) = δ
2
ψi+1
λ
(
t− ti
ψi+1
)
, (3)
where λ(·) is the hazard function of i. Assuming i to be iid standard exponential distributed, the
integrated conditional variance (ICV) over time period [tn1 , tn2+1] is calculated as
ICV = δ2
n2∑
i=n1
[
ti+1 − ti
ψi+1
]
. (4)
The conditional expectation of the price durations ψi can be estimated by various methods, such
as the ACD method of Engle and Russell (1998) or the Augmented ACD method of Fernandes and
Grammig (2006).
In this paper, we modify the ACD-ICV method in two ways. First, instead of modeling the
durations of the price events obtained by the threshold δ, we model the BTS durations with the
BTS returns sampled as in Section 2. Second, we replace δ2 in equation (4) by an estimate of the
volatility at each duration sampled under the BTS scheme. Suppose there are K BTS returns over
m trading days and the estimated integrated volatility over these m trading days is equal to IVm.
Then each BTS return has an approximately constant integrated volatility of IVm/K. Instead of
using δ2 as an approximation of the integrated volatility of each price event as in Tse and Yang
(2012), we use
VD =
IVm
K
. (5)
Replacing δ2 in equation (4) by VD, we obtain the new ACD-ICV estimate.
4.2 Simulation Study
We conduct a Monte Carlo (MC) study to examine the performances of different intraday volatility
estimates. Our MC set-up draws upon other models in the literature.
4.2.1 Simulation Set-Up
First, we follow the set-up of the Heston model implemented in Aı¨t-Sahalia and Mancini (2008) and
Tse and Yang (2012), with some modifications. We assume the following price generation process
(Heston (1993)),
d logX(t) =
(
µ− σ
2(t)
2
)
dt+ σ(t)dW1(t)
dσ2(t) = κ(α− σ2(t))dt+ γσ(t)dW2(t),
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with µ = 0.05, κ = 5, α = 0.25 (the annualized daily standard deviation is around 50%), and
γ = 0.5. The correlation coefficient between the two Brownian motions W1(t) and W2(t) is −0.5.
We denote this simulation setting as MD1.
To check the robustness of the estimation method at a different volatility level, we let α =
0.04 (the annualized daily standard deviation is around 20%) and keep all remaining parameters
unchanged and denote this simulation setting as MD2.
We also investigate price processes with intraday volatility periodicity. We adopt the following
two-factor affine stochastic volatility model with an intraday U-shape pattern as in Hasbrouck
(1999) and Andersen et al. (2012)
d logX(t) = σu(t)σsv(t)dW1(t)
σ2sv(t) = σ
2
1(t) + σ
2
2(t)
dσ21(t) = κ1[θ1 − σ21(t)]dt+ η1σ1(t)dW21(t)
dσ22(t) = κ2[θ2 − σ22(t)]dt+ η2σ2(t)dW22(t),
with W21 and W22 being independent, ρ1 = Corr(dW1(t), dW21(t)) and ρ2 = Corr(dW1(t), dW22(t)).
The parameter values are κ1 = 0.6, κ2 = 0.1, θ1 = 0.09, θ2 = 0.04, η1 = 0.2, η2 = 0.1, ρ1 = 0.9, and
ρ2 = −0.4. σu(t) = C + Ae−at + Be−b(1−t), t ∈ [0, 1] with A = 0.75, B = 0.25, C = 0.88929198,
a = 10 and b = 10. We denote this simulation setting by MD3.5
A model with a deterministic volatility set-up was considered by Tse and Yang (2012), which
will be denoted by MD4. The data in this model are generated by the equations
d logX(u) = σ(u)dW (u)
σ(u) = σ(t, τ) = σ1(t)σ2(τ),
where t is the day of trade and τ is the intraday time. σ1(t) is used to represent the average
volatility of day t and σ2(τ) captures the intraday variations at time τ of each trading day. We set
σ1(t) = 20% for t = 1 with σ1(t) increasing linearly in t over 20 days to reach 30%. It then remains
level for the next 20 days and decreases linearly in t to 20% over 20 days. σ2(τ) is computed as in
Tse and Yang (2012) using the IBM tick-by-tick transaction data in 2012.
5We do not follow the setting of Andersen et al. (2012), for which θ1 = 1.0582 and θ2 = 0.5291, as these values
are too large and are not commensurate with the empirical findings of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006) and Andersen
et al. (2012).
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Finally, we add price jumps to the Heston model MD1 and denote this by MD5. Durations of
the jump process are simulated by a Poisson distribution. On average there is one jump every two
simulated trading days. The jump size of the logarithmic price is assumed to be a normal random
variable with mean 0.02 and variance 0.004. All other simulation set-up are the same as those in
MD1.
For all set-ups above, we set the initial price to 60 and the initial value of σ to 30%. We introduce
sparsity of trade to the data by simulating exponentially distributed transaction durations.6 We first
simulate transactions sec by sec and then generate exponentially distributed transaction durations
with mean equal to 5 sec, 10 sec and 20 sec, respectviely. For simplicity we only investigate iid
market microstructure noise with constant NSR. Based on the findings in Dong and Tse (2014), we
consider cases with NSR = 0.005%, 0.01% and 0.02%. We introduce a 0.01 price rounding error in
all simulations. The intraday duration periodicity is adjusted by the time-transformation method
in Tse and Dong (2014) before we fit all price durations and BTS durations to the ACD model.
We do 1000 simulations for each model and for each simulation we have 60 trading days.
4.2.2 Simulation Results
We estimate daily integrated volatility using the TRV estimator with the 1-min, 2-min, 3-min,
5-min and 10-min CTS, TTS and BTS returns, with and without subsampling. For a given subgrid
H, the TRV estimate is computed as
TRV = ξ−32/3
|H|−1∑
i=2
|ri,−|2/3|ri|2/3|ri,+|2/3, (6)
where ri = Yi,+−Yi for Yi,+, Yi ∈ H and ξk = 2k/2Γ((k+1)/2)/Γ(1/2) for k > 0, with Γ(·) denoting
the gamma function.7 For the CTS scheme, the previous tick method is adopted when there is no
transaction at the selected time points. For the TTS scheme, the number of subsampling grids S
is selected to guarantee that each subgrid has transactions at the target sampling frequency. We
use our proposed method to obtain BTS transactions at the specified sampling frequency. In order
6Sparsity occurs as empirically transactions are not observed sec by sec. Inactive stocks typically have more sparse
transactions.
7There is an alternative finite-sample adjustment term |H|/(|H|−2) in equation (6). However, this adjustment uses
the sample mean and will be downward biased when the intraday volatility behaves strong asymmetry. Empirically,
the intraday volatility at the beginning time of the trading day is much higher than that in other time periods, as
shown in Figure 1. Thus, we adjust the finite-sample bias by adding the term 2|r2,−|2/3|r2|2/3|r2,+|2/3 in equation
(6). Our simulation results confirm our adjustment and all results are available upon request.
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to implement the subsampling method under the BTS scheme, we select BTS transactions where
the sampling frequency equals to twice the average transaction duration. Subsampling method is
implemented further to obtain subgrids at the target sampling frequency. Duration models are also
implemented for the intraday volatility estimation. We estimate intraday volatility by modelling
the 1-min, 3-min, 5-min, 10-min and 15-min BTS durations and price durations using the ACD
model. All BTS durations (for the modified ACD-ICV method) and price durations (for the original
ACD-ICV method) are fitted with the power ACD (PACD) model. Besides, for comparison, we
also use the RK method, which is well-known to be robust to market microstructure noise.8 To
calculate the bandwidth of the RK method, we use the subsampling realized volatility estimator
and 3-min TTS returns.
We calculate the mean error (ME) and root mean-squared error (RMSE) of the daily integrated
volatility estimates. Tables 4 reports the results of the TRV estimates under the BTS scheme with
subsampling.9 The BTS returns perform the best in reporting generally smaller RMSE, especially
for methods with no subsampling. When the subsampling method is used under the CTS, TTS
and BTS schemes, the RMSE decreases significantly. Generally the BTS scheme still performs the
best and its advantage is especially significant for MD3 and MD4 when there is intraday volatility
periodicity in the simulated price process. Under all sampling schemes, the TRV estimates suffer
from the market microstructure noise problems, resulting in high ME at high sampling frequency
when the NSR is big. Except for MD5 (the Heston model MD1 with price jumps), ME is always
negative when the sampling frequency is equal to 10 min, showing that low sampling frequency
causes volatility underestimation. Overall, the BTS returns outperform the CTS and TTS returns
in estimating the integrated volatility. Both high and low sampling frequencies may cause problems
for the TRV estimate. However, 2-min to 5-min sampling frequencies may be good candidates for
the choice of sampling frequency when the market microstructure noise is a problem. Table 5
summarizes the difference in RMSE of the CTS and TTS schemes versus the BTS scheme, with
subsampling, in both absolute and relative terms. The superiority of the high-frequency BTS
returns over the CTS and TTS returns is mainly due to their better iid Gaussian property.
8In the simulation study of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2008), for cases with NSR = 0.01%, 0.1% and 1% the RK
estimates perform very well in reporting small ME and RMSE.
9The results for all sampling schemes, with and without subsampling, can be found in the Online Appendix.
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For the ACD-ICV approach we consider three variations of estimates. We first estimate the
daily integrated volatility using the ACD-ICV method as in Tse and Yang (2012) and denote this
method by ME1. We then modify the ACD-ICV method in two ways. First, we replace δ2 by VD,
the integrated volatility estimated using TRV with subsampling at 3-min sampling frequency. We
call this method ME2. Note that for ME1 and ME2, returns are sampled by price events and the
ACD models are fitted to diurnally transformed durations using the time-transformation function
based on the number of trades. Second, we sample data using the BTS scheme and repeat the
computation as in ME2, which is called ME3.
Tables 6-10 report the ME and RMSE of the RK and the ACD-ICV estimates.10 The RK
method performs quite well for the unbiasedness property, reporting small ME for all models except
MD5 (model with price jump). ME1 reports quite big absolute ME and RMSE values among all the
sampling frequencies considered and it often performs worse than the RK method except MD5. This
is in contrast to the findings in Tse and Yang (2012), which show the superiority of the ACD-ICV
method over the RK method via simulation using sec-by-sec transactions. The poor performance of
ME1 is mainly due to the transaction sparsity, since using δ2 as the proxy for integrated volatility
over one price event becomes unreliable when transactions are sparse. Supporting evidence is
provided in our simulation study that the RMSE of ME1 increases when observed transactions
are more sparse. In contrast, the modified ACD-ICV methods, ME2 and ME3, report quite small
ME and RMSE values. ME3 consistently reports smaller RMSE than ME2 except for few cases in
MD3 and MD5 at the 3-min and 5-min sampling frequencies. Moreover, ME2 varies more across
different sampling frequencies. This demonstrates the superiority of the BTS durations over the
price durations when they are fitted to the ACD model to estimate the integrated volatility. The
better performance of ME3 compared with ME2 is mainly due to the fact that our BTS scheme,
compared with using the price range δ to get the price events, performs better in yielding returns
with constant volatility. The results also show that 3-min to 10-min sampling frequencies are good
candidates for the BTS duration models. Compared to the TRV estimates at 2-min and 3-min
sampling frequencies and the RK estimates, our modified ACD-ICV method ME3 performs the
10For the ACD-ICV method, ME1 and ME2 sometimes report rather large estimation errors for the first two days
of the simulation. Hence, we drop the first two days for these two methods when calculating ME and RMSE, which
is probably due to the stationary values of the estimated conditional expected durations of the fitted ACD model of
the price durations.
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best in reporting much improved RMSE.11
5 Conclusion
We propose an easy-to-use time-transformation method to implement the BTS scheme at a pre-
specified average sampling frequency. Using 40 stocks from the NYSE, we perform normality test
to the jump-adjusted daily and weekly BTS returns. Our results show that stock prices can be
considered discrete observations from a continuous-time jump-diffusion process. The BTS scheme
performs better than the CTS and TTS schemes in yielding iid Gaussian returns, and it also
performs better than the CTS and TTS schemes in estimating daily integrated volatility using the
TRV method, with and without subsampling. We also show the superiority of the BTS durations
over the price durations in estimating the daily integrated volatility using the ACD-ICV method.
Our modified ACD-ICV estimate ME3, which models the high-frequency BTS durations using the
ACD model, performs the best in reporting smaller RMSE values.
Finally, we note that there are other possible applications of the BTS scheme. For example, we
can estimate the conditional instantaneous volatility or intraday integrated volatility (such as over
30-min intervals) by modeling the high-frequency BTS durations using the ACD model. Moreover,
using a very similar method to that in obtaining BTS returns, we can obtain transactions with
approximately equal quarticity increments. The conditional instantaneous quarticity or integrated
quarticity can be estimated further by modeling clustering of the corresponding durations using
the ACD model.
11The results for Model MD5 (the Heston model with price jumps) show the influence of the price jumps on the RK
estimates. Note that the unbiasedness property of our modified ACD-ICV method relies on the unbiasedness property
of the estimates for the integrated volatility VD. Thus, an integrated volatility estimator with better unbiasedness
property than the TRV estimator may yield further improvement for the unbiasedness property of the ACD-ICV
method. In the Online Appendix we present some sample plots of the true daily integrated volatility versus various
estimates for selected models and methods. The results support that the modified ACD-ICV method ME3 performs
the best in tracking the true integrated volatility than other estimators. The Online Appendix also presents the
empirical estimates of the top 10 market-cap stocks using various estimation methods.
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Appendix
Computation of the BT Transformation Function
To compute the BT transformation function Q(tk) = Ntk/NtK , we need to calculate the intraday
integrated volatility IIVk. In this Appendix we describe the procedure used to calculate Q(t).
Different methods have been proposed to identify price jumps from the underlying asset return
series (e.g., Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004, 2006), Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006) and
Huang and Tauchen (2005), among others). Market microstructure noise is another important
issue that needs attention, and its effect is especially important when the noise-to-signal ratio is
large. To tackle price jumps and market microstructure noise, we need to use an estimator which
can alleviate these two problems. In this paper we choose the Tripower Realized Volatility (TRV)
method proposed by Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2006).
Suppose there are S subsampling grids and the sth subgrid is denoted by Hs. Under subgrid
Hs, for trading day d, denote its consecutive returns by {r(s)d,1, r(s)d,2, r(s)d,3, · · · , r(s)d,ns}. We have
TRV
(s)
d,i = ξ
−3
2/3|r
(s)
d,i−1|2/3|r(s)d,i |2/3|r(s)d,i+1|2/3,
for i = 2, · · · , ns−1, where ξk = 2k/2Γ((k+1)/2)/Γ(1/2) for k > 0 and Γ(·) is the gamma function.
Moreover, TRV
(s)
d,1 = TRV
(s)
d,2 and TRV
(s)
d,ns
= TRV
(s)
d,ns−1. Since the estimate TRV
(s)
d,i may have
large fluctuations, we group every g TRV
(s)
d,i together to obtain the estimated intraday integrated
volatility at 10-min average sampling frequency. Thus, the pth intraday integrated volatility on
day d under subgrid Hs is IIV (s)d,p =
∑p∗g
i=p∗(g−1)+1 TRV
(s)
d,i . The corresponding end point of IIV
(s)
d,p
is the end point of r
(s)
d,p∗g and is denoted by t
(s)
d,p. Finally, the estimated pth intraday integrated
volatility IIVd,p and its corresponding end point td,p can be obtained by taking the average over all
subsamples. That is, IIVd,p =
1
S
∑S
s=1 IIV
(s)
d,p and td,p =
1
S
∑S
s=1 t
(s)
d,p. IIVd,p and td,p pooled over
all m trading days are then the IIVk for k = 1, · · · ,K and HIIV , respectively, for the computation
of the time-transformation function Q(t). The number of subsamples S is selected to make sure
that each subgrid has approximately 1-min sampling frequency.
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Table 1: Proportion of detected jumps
1-min 5-min 10-min
Stock CTS TTS BTS CTS TTS BTS CTS TTS BTS
XOM 4.70 2.55 1.91 4.67 3.90 2.77 7.36 5.84 4.73
WMT 18.10 8.79 7.35 5.78 3.81 4.38 8.16 5.87 5.36
GE 20.54 21.15 26.07 10.58 8.41 5.95 10.82 8.23 6.42
CVX 3.49 1.68 1.93 4.41 3.13 3.07 6.64 5.94 4.86
IBM 5.99 1.80 2.71 4.66 3.46 3.75 6.51 5.42 4.62
JNJ 16.62 9.88 4.78 5.55 4.57 4.00 7.59 6.42 5.41
T 21.87 20.54 25.55 9.13 7.68 5.12 9.77 6.82 6.60
PG 17.33 9.33 4.99 5.82 4.54 4.18 7.95 6.06 5.33
JPM 8.50 3.66 3.57 4.92 3.23 3.22 7.50 5.33 4.70
WFC 17.96 10.43 6.87 6.06 4.65 3.47 7.68 5.61 4.73
KO 17.93 11.03 7.46 6.70 4.21 4.18 7.79 6.06 5.46
PFE 19.62 20.48 26.02 12.96 11.13 9.28 10.02 9.09 6.90
C 8.50 6.15 7.96 8.92 8.60 8.44 10.56 10.05 8.60
BAC 21.83 22.43 22.01 12.91 11.50 12.97 12.59 8.41 6.82
SLB 2.75 1.44 1.91 4.59 3.27 3.13 6.68 5.66 4.41
MRK 22.29 15.45 11.96 6.44 5.44 4.24 8.50 6.17 5.78
PEP 18.00 8.97 5.72 6.15 4.71 4.07 7.03 5.98 5.19
VZ 23.07 17.65 17.31 7.50 5.90 4.86 8.64 6.97 5.80
COP 8.27 4.38 2.83 5.04 3.46 3.26 7.32 5.21 4.40
GS 6.50 1.49 2.86 4.93 3.81 3.34 7.56 5.76 5.05
MCD 10.11 3.94 4.07 5.13 3.80 3.89 7.17 5.89 5.00
OXY 5.93 1.92 2.58 4.78 3.78 3.29 6.94 5.52 4.30
ABT 19.87 12.64 8.45 5.97 4.62 4.05 7.78 6.21 5.68
UTX 10.33 3.12 3.39 5.44 3.41 3.48 7.57 5.23 5.46
UPS 12.64 3.64 3.41 5.35 4.34 3.79 6.63 5.73 5.02
F 19.73 20.02 27.25 13.73 10.46 7.08 11.92 8.82 6.80
DIS 17.89 9.75 7.61 5.19 4.44 4.51 7.62 6.15 5.57
MMM 9.17 2.66 2.89 4.99 3.68 3.50 7.39 6.45 5.06
CAT 3.62 1.65 2.25 4.74 3.40 3.43 6.79 5.06 4.35
FCX 5.90 2.46 2.63 4.21 2.94 2.99 6.62 5.29 4.55
USB 21.82 15.96 13.08 7.95 4.96 4.32 8.39 5.83 4.89
MO 20.09 20.12 26.06 11.25 9.36 7.33 10.90 7.76 7.14
AXP 12.20 4.24 3.61 4.45 3.55 3.39 7.90 5.30 4.33
BA 10.05 2.72 3.14 4.59 4.24 3.54 7.64 6.03 5.12
MDT 23.52 12.86 10.32 6.67 5.25 4.10 7.60 6.23 5.87
HD 17.39 9.08 8.20 5.40 4.59 4.78 7.58 5.99 5.72
CVS 24.02 13.18 12.58 6.64 4.29 5.09 7.47 6.38 6.26
EMC 22.96 18.22 20.48 7.57 6.19 4.86 8.81 6.60 5.62
HAL 8.03 2.78 3.41 4.66 3.75 3.30 6.73 5.96 5.00
PNC 13.63 3.21 3.14 5.28 3.64 3.34 7.43 5.40 5.23
Notes: The figures in the table are the proportions of detected jumps in percentage (2010-2013).
Table 2: Normality test of the BTS returns
1-min 5-min 10-min
Stock Daily Weekly Daily Weekly Daily Weekly
XOM 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
WMT 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗
GE 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗
CVX 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
IBM 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
JNJ 1 1 0∗ 0∗ 1 0∗
T 1 1 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗
PG 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗
JPM 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
WFC 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
KO 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗
PFE 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
C 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
BAC 1 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
SLB 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
MRK 1 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
PEP 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
VZ 1 0∗ 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
COP 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
GS 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
MCD 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
OXY 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
ABT 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
UTX 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗
UPS 0∗ 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
F 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
DIS 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
MMM 0∗ 0∗ 1 0∗ 1 0∗
CAT 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
FCX 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
USB 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
MO 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗
AXP 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
BA 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
MDT 1 0∗ 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
HD 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
CVS 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
EMC 1 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗∗
HAL 0∗∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
PNC 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗ 0∗
Notes: Daily and weekly BTS returns (2010-2013) are obtained using BTS returns at 1-min,
5-min and 10-min sampling frequencies. 0∗ means the normality assumption is not rejected
at the 5% significance level, 0∗∗ means the normality assumption is not rejected at the 1%
significance level and 1 means the normality assumption is rejected at the 1% significance level.
Table 3: Rejection proportion of the normality hypothesis for no-jump returns under different sampling schemes
1-min 5-min 10-min
Stock CTS TTS BTS CTS TTS BTS CTS TTS BTS
XOM 93.86 86.04 81.95 18.41 12.64 8.06 7.46 6.14 4.57
WMT 99.76 99.76 98.44 43.08 25.27 17.45 13.36 7.34 5.90
GE 100.00 100.00 99.88 82.55 72.80 67.51 35.42 29.72 21.18
CVX 89.33 78.19 68.23 13.36 7.62 5.86 6.46 5.86 3.52
IBM 83.49 76.39 41.93 13.25 12.65 4.82 7.95 4.34 5.42
JNJ 99.40 98.80 97.11 39.16 29.28 15.66 14.10 8.55 6.39
T 100.00 100.00 99.88 75.93 67.39 53.31 30.45 24.19 17.81
PG 100.00 98.80 97.11 36.58 25.27 14.92 11.43 8.67 5.54
JPM 99.04 95.43 92.18 27.08 16.61 8.42 10.35 6.74 6.14
WFC 99.88 99.18 97.54 45.02 31.18 21.57 15.24 10.43 6.57
KO 99.53 98.48 97.30 42.32 32.59 18.05 13.83 9.50 7.62
PFE 100.00 100.00 100.00 87.22 82.65 71.51 39.39 35.52 26.73
C 99.65 97.89 94.61 57.21 47.71 45.37 46.89 42.56 39.79
BAC 100.00 100.00 99.88 83.35 77.37 69.75 47.48 37.63 30.25
SLB 85.09 75.70 48.71 15.73 11.03 5.52 6.81 5.99 3.17
MRK 100.00 99.65 98.94 55.10 48.30 30.13 18.52 13.48 10.32
PEP 99.53 98.36 96.72 37.98 29.43 13.13 11.72 9.73 3.87
VZ 100.00 100.00 99.88 60.96 50.06 32.24 23.21 17.35 10.67
COP 96.13 91.91 84.64 22.30 16.65 12.19 9.61 6.57 4.57
GS 82.53 68.00 24.15 13.60 11.96 4.92 7.98 5.74 2.70
MCD 98.59 95.90 92.73 27.67 20.16 9.38 11.37 9.50 5.75
OXY 85.93 83.70 51.35 15.36 13.72 5.74 8.09 6.45 4.22
ABT 99.77 99.41 98.71 47.13 36.34 21.22 16.30 13.95 6.57
UTX 97.30 94.49 84.41 25.56 20.28 7.27 11.61 8.80 5.16
UPS 97.66 95.08 90.04 24.03 19.58 8.21 12.19 9.26 3.40
F 100.00 100.00 100.00 87.22 78.90 73.97 43.85 34.11 27.67
DIS 99.77 99.53 98.59 41.85 30.13 18.52 13.13 8.91 7.39
MMM 96.48 91.44 79.72 21.57 15.94 7.15 6.69 7.85 4.69
CAT 89.21 75.73 49.71 17.00 10.67 5.04 6.92 6.21 3.05
FCX 89.33 74.44 59.55 16.30 10.90 7.62 8.80 5.16 4.81
USB 100.00 99.77 99.41 55.69 45.13 29.66 20.87 14.07 9.14
MO 100.00 100.00 99.88 86.64 77.96 64.13 39.39 30.60 23.24
AXP 98.71 96.37 92.26 25.21 18.76 11.84 10.08 6.68 5.04
BA 97.77 93.67 81.83 26.73 20.28 6.10 12.78 9.15 3.52
MDT 100.00 100.00 98.94 48.71 36.74 19.72 15.75 12.56 6.92
HD 100.00 99.65 98.36 41.15 32.24 18.29 13.83 10.67 7.16
CVS 99.88 99.53 99.06 49.41 35.33 18.78 13.73 12.09 8.22
EMC 100.00 100.00 99.77 65.65 54.40 35.29 22.51 18.41 9.96
HAL 96.37 92.03 85.58 22.51 14.42 8.44 8.56 6.21 3.63
PNC 98.12 93.20 83.24 24.74 17.82 6.45 9.73 8.22 5.75
Notes: The normality test is implemented for the high-frequency returns (2010-2013) without jumps and the significance
level is 5%. The figures are in percentage.
Table 4: ME and RMSE of daily volatility using the TRV method with subsampling under the BTS scheme
Sparsity NSR Model ME RMSE
1-min 2-min 3-min 5-min 10-min 1-min 2-min 3-min 5-min 10-min
5-sec 0.005% MD1 -0.4286 0.0470 0.0031 0.0004 -0.1777 1.3869 1.7228 2.1610 2.8165 4.0975
MD2 -0.4321 -0.0500 -0.0513 -0.0338 -0.1309 0.9964 1.1706 1.4665 1.9242 2.7797
MD3 -0.4435 0.0200 0.0123 -0.0019 -0.1916 1.2425 1.5657 1.9431 2.5511 3.6823
MD4 -0.2403 -0.0913 0.0126 0.0055 -0.2069 1.0574 1.3723 1.6849 2.2278 3.2164
MD5 -0.0687 0.6282 0.7732 1.0940 1.6463 1.4163 2.0196 2.5587 3.4485 5.2161
0.01% MD1 0.3382 0.4486 0.2625 0.1532 -0.1142 1.3520 1.7646 2.1562 2.8077 4.0850
MD2 0.0786 0.2172 0.1192 0.0675 -0.0884 0.9049 1.1831 1.4608 1.9152 2.7695
MD3 0.3291 0.4002 0.2555 0.1439 -0.1301 1.2126 1.6016 1.9521 2.5460 3.6734
MD4 0.5904 0.3128 0.2734 0.1532 -0.1474 1.1809 1.4043 1.7059 2.2373 3.2230
MD5 0.7280 1.0331 1.0365 1.2492 1.7128 1.5989 2.1671 2.6391 3.4936 5.2306
0.02% MD1 1.8463 1.2523 0.7789 0.4499 0.0126 2.2762 2.1053 2.2506 2.8148 4.0590
MD2 1.0802 0.7479 0.4603 0.2651 -0.0059 1.4503 1.3864 1.5109 1.9145 2.7529
MD3 1.7862 1.1644 0.7397 0.4265 -0.0167 2.1440 1.9166 2.0542 2.5558 3.6603
MD4 2.2616 1.1036 0.7889 0.4437 -0.0291 2.4966 1.7643 1.8609 2.2798 3.2357
MD5 2.2713 1.8503 1.5649 1.5559 1.8424 2.7080 2.6518 2.8753 3.5982 5.2587
10-sec 0.005% MD1 -0.9375 -0.0435 -0.0307 -0.0333 -0.1880 1.6335 1.8357 2.1600 2.8457 4.1021
MD2 -0.8123 -0.1034 -0.0778 -0.0560 -0.1417 1.2304 1.2500 1.4735 1.9394 2.7833
MD3 -0.8436 -0.0958 -0.0423 -0.0340 -0.2088 1.4854 1.6584 1.9742 2.5751 3.7013
MD4 -0.5797 -0.2436 -0.0830 -0.0584 -0.2432 1.2715 1.4404 1.7121 2.2547 3.2308
MD5 -0.5986 0.5429 0.7290 1.0637 1.6334 1.5659 2.0991 2.5573 3.4711 5.2171
0.01% MD1 0.0713 0.3397 0.2356 0.1224 -0.1251 1.3501 1.8561 2.1611 2.8355 4.0856
MD2 -0.1345 0.1520 0.1010 0.0460 -0.0992 0.9467 1.2544 1.4661 1.9323 2.7757
MD3 0.1028 0.2815 0.2097 0.1090 -0.1529 1.2390 1.6800 1.9774 2.5686 3.6909
MD4 0.3144 0.1905 0.1929 0.0949 -0.1830 1.1801 1.4321 1.7293 2.2613 3.2356
MD5 0.4190 0.9362 0.9980 1.2244 1.6968 1.5275 2.2311 2.6363 3.5126 5.2337
0.02% MD1 2.0479 1.1137 0.7770 0.4235 -0.0051 2.5005 2.1285 2.2661 2.8358 4.0650
MD2 1.1815 0.6675 0.4586 0.2426 -0.0175 1.5885 1.4198 1.5277 1.9301 2.7608
MD3 1.9622 1.0222 0.7158 0.3933 -0.0340 2.3465 1.9448 2.0766 2.5855 3.6804
MD4 2.1082 1.0387 0.7207 0.3933 -0.0644 2.4205 1.7728 1.8823 2.2997 3.2520
MD5 2.4111 1.7259 1.5437 1.5352 1.8277 2.8718 2.6669 2.8772 3.6225 5.2623
20-sec 0.005% MD1 -1.9043 -0.4650 -0.1715 -0.1586 -0.3052 2.5154 1.9081 2.3632 2.8884 4.1176
MD2 -1.4513 -0.3972 -0.1718 -0.1551 -0.2189 1.8465 1.3232 1.6142 1.9728 2.8010
MD3 -1.7349 -0.4945 -0.1976 -0.1617 -0.3245 2.2880 1.7421 2.0996 2.6517 3.7326
MD4 -1.3673 -0.5413 -0.2730 -0.2261 -0.3586 1.9372 1.6463 1.8101 2.3044 3.2759
MD5 -1.5684 0.0539 0.6149 0.9467 1.5263 2.3452 2.0185 2.7000 3.4925 5.2178
0.01% MD1 -0.7727 0.0595 0.0795 -0.0012 -0.2474 1.8388 1.8658 2.3619 2.8691 4.1079
MD2 -0.6930 -0.0470 -0.0025 -0.0515 -0.1798 1.3436 1.2747 1.6111 1.9649 2.7898
MD3 -0.6715 0.0110 0.0681 -0.0090 -0.2678 1.6684 1.6857 2.1131 2.6393 3.7245
MD4 -0.3601 -0.0577 0.0292 -0.0623 -0.3056 1.4354 1.5473 1.7854 2.3140 3.2870
MD5 -0.4358 0.5872 0.8854 1.1072 1.5868 1.8245 2.1169 2.7876 3.5323 5.2285
0.02% MD1 1.4062 1.0834 0.5790 0.3089 -0.1229 2.2543 2.1942 2.4346 2.8722 4.0765
MD2 0.7467 0.6389 0.3302 0.1612 -0.0953 1.4646 1.4674 1.6470 1.9576 2.7740
MD3 1.3598 0.9923 0.5629 0.2802 -0.1573 2.1106 1.9812 2.2102 2.6445 3.7064
MD4 1.6100 0.9172 0.6508 0.2535 -0.1811 2.1813 1.8069 1.9153 2.3599 3.2984
MD5 1.7450 1.6299 1.4063 1.4237 1.7176 2.5623 2.6474 3.0191 3.6372 5.2592
Notes: ME and RMSE are of the annualized standard deviation in percentage. The average true daily integrated volatility is around
40% for MD1, 27% for MD2, 36% for MD3, 28% for MD4 and 40% for MD5. MD1 and MD2 are the Heston model at different volatility
level. MD3 is the two-factor stochastic volatility model with intraday volatility periodicity. MD4 is the deterministic volatility model
with intraday volatility periodicity and MD5 is the Heston model (MD1) with price jumps. The first column indicates the average
duration of the observed simulated transactions. The sampling frequency of the BTS scheme equals to twice the average transaction
duration.
Table 5: Comparison of RMSE of TRV estimate under different sampling schemes with subsampling
1-min 2-min 3-min 5-min 10-min
Avg. RMSE (CTS-BTS) 0.3043 0.1666 0.1891 0.2215 0.1926
Avg. RMSE (CTS-BTS)/BTS (%) 17.8262 9.8515 9.6493 8.8626 5.7456
Avg. RMSE (TTS-BTS) -0.0237 0.1261 0.1721 0.2240 0.2072
Avg. RMSE (TTS-BTS)/BTS (%) -0.1011 7.9977 9.0710 9.1005 6.2101
Notes: RMSE is of the annualized standard deviation in percentage. The sampling frequency of the
BTS scheme equals to twice the average transaction duration.
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